Systems  Printing

BöttcherTop ProCan Extra

 Decorators

All models except Koenig & Bauer CS MetalCan

 Inks

All 2-piece metal decorating inks for aluminium cans

 Wash-up solvent

Recommended: Böttcherin UV-30

 Surface compound

Application

Self-adhesive blanket designed for high quality beverage can decorating
Nominal gauge 1.95 mm

Exceptional swell resistance with metal decorating inks
Significantly reduces ghosting
Can be used to print several labels
Much more consistent dot gain for sharper dots, even on long runs
Saves time and cost

 Micro-ground and
polished surface,

Sharp and well defined dots
Dense and uniform solids

controlled roughness
0.6 – 0.9 μm

 Self adhesive blanket

No loss of image quality, even at high speeds

with exceptional

Lower running temperature: more stable ink viscosity

compressibility and

and less colour variation

recovery

Adhesive directly applied to blanket fabric, not a laminated backing
Improved gauge consistency combined with enhanced
compressibility affords more operating latitude
Easy removal from cylinder without leaving adhesive residue

Features / Benefits

Suitable for laser engraving
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As the world’s largest supplier of elastomer-covered rollers, Böttcher has a full range of products for
beverage can decorating. All materials are specially formulated to give optimum compatibility with
decorating inks, resulting in higher quality and longer life of both inker rollers and blankets.

Our roller compounds for decorators:
735 60: Standard compound for aluminium can decorating
Highly dynamic compound generates less heat when running,
reducing colour variation and ink misting.
Excellent dimensional stability drastically reduces swelling,
no more exploding rollers or uneven ink transfer.

472 55: For use in both aluminium and steel can decorating.
Excellent mechanical properties to withstand added stresses in ductor position

471 38: Softer version of 472 55, alternative compound to reduce radial cutting in form roller positions.

Böttcher also offers high-end polyurethane compound solutions for overvarnish applicators and
basecoater rollers, as well as a range of compounds for rimcoater application.

All Böttcher roller and blanket cleaning
products are formulated to provide optimum
compatibility with our roller and blanket materials, as well as conforming to health and
safety regulations to protect both the operator and the environment and support sustainability efforts in canmaking.

